ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
According to the safety and security requirements of openair unmanned handling operation areas of bulk ports, the pedestrians without permission are forbidden entering those areas because of the high risk in the port handling process. Recently, the machine vision technology begun to be applied in some areas with high security and efficiency requirements such as the automated handling fields of bulk terminals [1] [2] . Comparing to the large quantity of researches on port handling technology, the research of machine vision technology in automatic port is only just the beginning [3] [4] . Although we have done some research on human detection algorithm, the detection accuracy is not enough to meet the practical necessity, which are in need of further research.
At the earliest, template matching was the popular approach to recognize the human in the images. Template matching is to match the feature of detection image and the template of human contour to conduct human detection [5] . Songmin Jia et al. proposed varying scale template matching (VSTM) to detect human from disparity image based on head-shoulder method [6] . But the diversity of human postures and clothing caused problems in template matching and leaded to a large amount of calculation.
After that, because of the low accuracy and high calculation consumption, the template matching has been eliminated. The research on human detection is now categorized under 2 steps -feature extracting and classifier designing. Navneet Dalal and Bill Triggs firstly proposed Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) approach in 2005 [7] . Since geometric and optical deformation affects a little on the features and some subtle body actions can be ignored, HOG is suitable for human detection. It relies on contrast between human contour and background. Thus, Hong Tian et al. proposed a multiplex cascade classifier which can filter out most of irrelevant background [8] . Hai-Miao Hu et al. applied a joint global-local information algorithm to suppress the background interference and enrich the description of pedestrian [9] . To a great extent, these researches reduced the influence of background and improved the detection accuracy.
However, 3780 HOG features needs to be extracted in each sub-image with the consideration of the impact of each possible factor and then Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is used to make a binary decision, which results in low efficiency. A year after the proposition of the above method, Qiang Zhu et al. introduced integral image into the calculation of HOG features to solve huge computation of HOG feature extraction [10] . Variable-size blocks were used to replace the multi-scale detection in traditional method and the cascade classifier was used to select a small subset of HOG features. Compared with Navneet Dalal's method, its accuracy is lower than Navneet Dalal's algorithm in most cases because integral histograms of orientated gradients abandons the original Gaussian weighted tri-linear interpolation and cannot avoid the influence of overlapping. Moreover, the considered feature set is not abundant enough. In our previous research, we presented an improved HOG algorithm with a combined classifier to reduce the calculation consumption [1] . Human detection efficiency is improved, but the accuracy is still equal to the traditional ways, which cannot meet the precision requirements in practical application.
Currently, most scholars study on the human detection mainly based on HOG proposed by Navneet Dalal [11] . Marco Pedersoli et al. proposed presents a multiresolution cascade of HOG that can highly reduce the computational cost without affecting accuracy [12] . HOG can obtain abundant feature sets by extracting shape and motion information of human body, which can entirely describe the contour features with a strong robustness [13] . HOG feature has been widely used in human detection, as a feature based on edge and shape of object, which is a kind of fuzzy edge direction oriented feature. Therefore, HOG feature can ignore some subtle changes of human body to get a better robustness than other methods such as template matching. But the large difference between human standing postures, such as front & back standing posture or side standing posture, will lead to the final HOG features for classifiers are less specific.
At present, the classifiers widely used in human detection are the Adaptive Boosting (Adaboost) cascade classifier and SVM classifier. The traditional single classifier is trained by HOG features combined of different human body postures can only screen a few effective features. For most classifiers, they are usually used to find those specific features among the whole features from samples. SVM is a machine learning method based on Vapnik-Chervonenk is dimension and Structural Risk Minimization of statistical learning theory [14] [15].
SVM can classify the samples by the specific features with classification ability. Less sample training can obtain a SVM classifier with preferable performance. In terms of Adaboost classifier, this classifier selects some important specific feature vectors as weak classifiers to train a strong classifier [16] [17] . Then it establishes a statistical method for human body so that it can detect human body from candidate targets. Some researchers tried to combine the single classifiers to classify the human body based on HOG. In our previously researches and Lie Guo's researches, Adaboost and SVM were combined to classify the human body, the performances were better than the traditional single classifier, but these combined classifiers did not consider the human postures [1] [18] . Therefore, there will be room for improvement.
The major work of this paper is that a two-stage SVM classifier is chosen to replace traditional SVM classifier to improve the detection accuracy. As the research proposed by Huimin Qian, humans have a variety of postures in images [19] . Front or back standing (F&B) humans with relatively large effective areas have rich contour features and are easy to be classified, while side standing (Side) humans have less features and are more complex, comparatively. If the classifier is trained like the traditional method using mixed samples, it may cause classification conflict which will lead to unsatisfactory effects. Therefore, at the beginning of classification, detection images should be divided into three categories, front and back standing posture, side standing posture and non-human. In the first stage, the samples are mainly divided into possible F&B human body and not F&B human body, and then they were put into the second-stage classification among Side human and non-human recognition. Finally the detection results are merged together.
TWO-STAGE HUMAN CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM HOG FEATURE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
In fact, it has been found that HOG descriptor has many advantages compared with other feature description methods. 1) HOG represents the structural feature of edge, so that it can describe local shape information and depict contour feature of human body to a great extent [20] ; 2) Quantization of position and direction in the space can suppressed the influence of translation and rotation to some extent; 3) Since HOG is operated on the local cell unit of images, it can maintain good invariance on geometric and photometric deformation [21] . The main idea of HOG is to calculate the statistics data of local gradient direction in the images proposed by Navneet Dalal and Bill Triggs [7] . The whole image is divided into small areas (called cells), and histograms are created for each cell according to gradient direction. The combination of these histograms shows the detected object's feature. In order to improve accuracy, local histogram can combine small cells into a large area (called block), and then normalize in block units to ensure better illumination or shadow invariance [22] .
The HOG feature is extracted by the following steps: 
Where, and are the gradient magnitude of pixel point in the x axis (horizontal direction) and y axis (vertical direction), which can be calculated by Eq.4:
Where, is the value of pixel point .
3. According to Fig.1 , the whole image is scanned by a block, which is divided into 4 cells. is divided into 9 bins as shown in Fig.2 . And then the gradient direction of each point in the unit is discretized into the 9 bins. The gradient direction of each pixel is assigned to the neighboring bins by a certain ratio using a tri-linear interpolation method [23] . 36 dimensional HOG feature vector can be extracted from each block. 4. L2-Norm is used in each block for normalization to reduce the effect of illumination and shape variation of edges. 5. Finally, the entire 105 blocks are connected in series to form a 3780 dimensional feature vectors for each detection window. In the above steps, HOG feature extraction of each block is the foundation to extract the HOG feature of the whole image. Here, tri-linear interpolation is usually adopted to process the local block image. For analyzing its principle, it can be easy to know that HOG feature is a feature based on edge direction and shape feature of human body.
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Fig. 3 HOG features of human
However, HOG feature based on edge direction information limits the performance of traditional classifier for human detection. As shown in Fig.3 , in the case of different posture, effective features from human body also show different specific characteristics. As shown in Fig.3 (a) , the head and shoulders of F&B human body basically keeps invariant geometric features, including relative position, angle and size. When standing or walking, F&B human bodies are basically not cross their legs. HOG features extracted by F&B samples are nearly symmetrical with more obvious specific characteristics. For side human samples as shown in Fig.3 (b) , the shoulders overlap each other and the legs also overlap or cross, which means that the effective features from side humans are more confusion and lack symmetry. Obviously, as described in the above HOG extraction process, HOG features can obtain the specific characteristics of human body based on contour features and shape features of human. Thus, under this situation, it is necessary to add one-stage classifier for distinguishing different postures of the human.
TWO-STAGE CLASSIFICATION APPROACH
High-dimensional feature vectors in detection window have been calculated in previous section. The next step is to make judgment according to the particularity of human contour.
Over the past ten years, SVM has been widely used for human detection because of its generality and good performance [24] . On the other hand, the selection of classification feature has a great impact on SVM classification effect. However, as mentioned in previous section, HOG feature will represent large different specific characteristics when extracted by different human body postures. Hence, a novel classification needs to be applied to improve SVM classification accuracy on the basis of assuring classification efficiency.
Within the scope of the detection, human body will not always show F&B postures in cameras. Due to the effect of many factors, such as dust, illumination, color change and body postures, it is very difficult to design classifier to obtain an ideal detection result by using single classifier. One of the reasons is the long training time and the poor detection performance of SVM algorithm for various human postures. The major purpose of this paper is to improve the traditional classification method by replacing single classifier with a two-stage classifier based on classifiers fusion using the idea of SVM classifier. The detailed concept is shown as follows: Two-stage classifier firstly processes human contour samples and divides targets into three types: possible F&B and side and non-human as shown in Fig.4 . Firstly, the pre-classified images of each posture should concurrently be made a binary decision: F&B human or not F&B human by F&B classifiers. Then, the second classifier can make the rest image divided into two types: side human or non-human. Finally, the detection results of F&B and side human body are merged to generate candidate areas with people inside. The sample sets of F&B and side postures are shown in Fig.5 .
SVM is a supervised learning algorithm, which you need to import the training sample sets with a label. Here, the calculated HOG features set will be the initial 3780 dimensional feature vector space. The detailed training process of classifiers is shown as follows: 
Preprocessing of samples
First, the samples are divided into three types: F&B, side and non-human. Using radial basis function (RBF) as Eq.5, the 3780 dimensional feature space of samples will be mapped to a higher-dimensional feature space, which is linearly separable.
Where, is a feature vector in the feature space and is the position of the center of kernel function. The width parameter of function can control the radial scope of impact from kernel function. Thus, when far away from , the function value will be very small.
In order to find the two hyper planes in the labeled sample feature space, objective function and constraint function of the two-stage classifier is shown in Eq.6. In Eq.7, represents the HOG feature vector and means the label value of . and n are Lagrange multipliers and the size of sample sets. To avoid that the results might be controlled by several points of samples space, slack variables ζ and punishment factor c need to be imported to increase fault tolerance of the two-stage classifier. Therefore, as shown in Fig.6 , the objective functions of the two-stage classifier will be used to find the two hyper planes H and H for training F&B classifier and side classifier.
Training F&B classifier and side classifier
For F&B classifier, the sample feature will be labeled as , which belongs to F&B sample features, otherwise . For side classifier, if the sample feature belongs to the side sample features, it will be labeled as , otherwise .
Then, SVM parameters needs to be determined, such as, the type of SVM classifier, kernel function type, punishment factor and the other main parameters.
After that, using these HOG feature vectors with labels respectively, SVM classifier is trained to get the first-stage and second-stage initial classifiers. As shown in Fig.6 , through F&B as positive samples and the others as negative samples, the support vectors and hyper plane H will be got by training the first-stage classifier, which can separate two features spaces. In the same way, the hyper plane will be obtained by training side as positive samples and non-human as negative samples..
Training final two-stage classifier
Trying to detect human in the negative samples through initial classifiers, there will be many erroneous detection results, which can be termed "hard example". In order to improving detection accuracy, HOG feature from these hard examples will be combined with the original negative samples as new negative samples.
Based on the new samples space, new two-stage classifier with a higher accuracy can be trained. Repeating the step 3), the final two-stage classifier with appropriate detection accuracy will be trained.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The system has conducted several field tests in operation field in terminals of Tianjin Port. Fig.7 shows the video captures of field tests.
Representative images are selected to build 3 image sets of different types and complexity to perform evaluation for the proposed human detection system. The main characteristics of the 3 test sets are shown in table 3, which are F&B test set and side test set and various mixed postures test set including F&B, side etc. The experimental results are shown in the table 2 below, among which the two-stage classifier is the novel method introduced in Section 2.2. "FDR" means "false detection rate". The false detection rate of the two-stage classifier to the 3 test sets are 1.32%, 3.29 % and 2.07%, has been a lot lower than single SVM classifier. It is because that the classification method in this paper is the results of the combination of single classifiers. The F&B (first-stage) classifier has very good detection results for F&B images and its detection accuracy reached 98.90% while the side classifier it correctly detect the test set 2 at a rate of 91.51%. From the data above, it is found that the effect of F&B detection is better than side detection mainly because the HOG features of F&B posture in the images are more specific to detect and easier to classify so that a better F&B classifier can be trained easier. As for side posture, there are large variation and great difference between these training sets, thus it is difficult to obtain a high-performance universal classifier for side-posture human.
According to the traditional classification method, we can get a SVM classifier trained with the mixed human postures. As shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 , the two-stage classifier based on SVM algorithm has a greater improvement of adaptive capacity for human postures. Comparing to our previous studies, the sample sets are all collected in the same background, but this paper improved the detection accuracy of nearly 3% due to the preprocessing of building different sample sets for different human postures. This paper proposes a novel two-stage classifier which is made up of two single SVM classifiers for two types human postures. It can improve the detection accuracy of F&B posture significantly and make the detection accuracy of side postures flat with traditional approach. Its accuracy for the three test sets reaches 98.68%, 93.42% and 97.23%, which has a great progress compared to traditional SVM classifier.
CONCLUSION
According to the existing problems of traditional HOG based classification method, a novel two-stage classification approach is proposed. Two-stage SVM is selected to replace traditional classifier to improve classification accuracy. At the first stage of classification, the samples are mainly divided into possible F&B human body and not F&B human body, and then they were put into the second-stage classification among side human and non-human to detect human. Finally the detection result is integrated with the use of disjoint sets.
The experimental tests of operation field in bulk terminal of Tianjin Port show that single traditional SVM algorithm has a large limitation for F&B, side and complicated posture human body test sets. And it lacks adaptability to human postures. The first-stage classification has a greater detection accuracy than the second-stage classification, which means F&B posture human has more specific HOG features than side human. The two-stage classification method proposed in this paper has a detection accuracy of more than 97%, which is higher than using traditional SVM. In conclusion, the improved classification approach purposed in this paper is more feasible and advanced.
